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The Elateridae family of beetles contains many farm and garden pests- such pests are 
particularly prevalent in Eastern Washington.  Normally in Western Washington, click 
beetles only create problems when pasture or weedy or unmaintained land is turned 
into crop land or a garden spot.  The pasture-like habitat is an ideal breeding ground for 
the larvae, which are called wireworms.  When this kind of land is planted to crops, 
undeveloped wireworms found on the site begin feeding on vegetable plants and can 
wreak havoc for several years.  Several newly introduced wireworm species, first 
observed in the Fraser River Delta of Southern British Columbia, pose a serious threat 
to certain crops grown in Western Washington. 
 
Adult click beetles (Fig. 1) are elongate, variable in size, somewhat flattened in 
appearance.  The color of the beetles is usually dark brown or black, though a few 
species are brightly colored or metallic-looking.  This family of beetles has several 
features that aid in their identification.   
     
 

 
First, the pronotum (first thoracic segment behind 
the head) has pointed or extended spine-like rear 
corners (Fig. 2c); second, they have an unusual 
spine and groove arrangement (Fig. 2b) under their 
body that enables them to “click” and jump.  In other 
words, if a click beetle is placed on its back on a flat 
surface it can snap and somersault itself right side up. 
(usually) serrated (saw-like) antennal segments.   

 

Fig. 1. Adult click beetle 

 
Click beetle larvae or wireworms are somewhat hard-b
yellowish brown to brown in color. The terminal abdom
somewhat spatulate or flattened and “toothed” or spiny
 

 Also click beetles have eleven 
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Fig. 2. Ventral view of an adult click 
beetle (a. sternum; b. sternal spine; c. 
backward pointed pronotal spine.). 
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ig. 3. Wireworm larva (note the flattened 
oothed terminal abdominal segment– a). 
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ig. 5. Wireworm in tomato fruit 
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